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Abstract

Network flow data provide valuable information to understand the network state and to be

aware of the network security threats. However, processingthe large amount of data

collected from the network and providing real time information remain as big challenges.

Big data technologies provide new approaches to collect, store, measure, and analyze the

large amount of data. This dissertation aims to provide a system of network security

monitoring and analysis based on thebig data technologies.

First, I present an extensive survey of the network flow applications that covers past

research perspectives, methodologies, and a discussion ofchallenges and future works.

Then, I present system design of the network security monitoring and analysis platform

based on theBig Data technologies. Components of this system includeFlume andKafka

for real time distributed data collection;Storm for real time streaming distributed data

processing;Cassandra for NoSQL data storage, data processing, and user interfaces. The

system supports real time continuous network monitoring, interactive visualization,

network measurement, and modeling to classify host roles based on host behaviors and to

identify a particular user among the other users.

It is critical to continuously monitor the network status and network security threats in real

time, but it is a challenge to process the large amount of datain real time. I demonstrate

how thebig data security system designed in this dissertation supports such features.

Another usage of the network flow data is to measure the contents of the network. I

demonstrate how thisbig data system provides understanding of the usage of anonymity
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technologies on the campus Internet. Then, I present methods and the results of

classification and identification of network objects based on thebig data system designed

in this dissertation. Finally, I useDecision Tree andSupport Vector Machine to model host

role behaviors and user behaviors. Sample results indicatevery high accuracy of host role

classification and user identification.


